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ABSTRACT 

 

ARTICLE INFO 

Spoof IP Trace and Malicious packet dropping attack is a major security threat to the 

data traffic in the sensor network, since it reduces the legal network throughput and 

may hinder the propagation of sensitive data. Dealing with this attack is challenging 

since the unreliable wireless communication feature and resource constraints of the 

sensor network may cause communication failure and mislead to the incorrect decision 

about the presence of such attack.  The system proposed Find Node Transmission from 

source IP and To destination IP scheme to securely transmit provenance for sensor data 

in and Trace the spoof IP in Between the node transmission and implement the 

proposed an in-packet Bloom filter encoding scheme. Finally the result shows that the 

proposed method is secure. And it ensures confidentiality, integrity and freshness of 

provenance. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
A sensor network is a group of specialized transducers 

with a communications infrastructure for monitoring and 

recording conditions at diverse locations. Commonly 

monitored parameters are temperature, humidity, pressure, 

wind direction and speed, illumination intensity, vibration 

intensity, sound intensity, power-line voltage, chemical 

concentrations, pollutant levels and vital body functions. A 

sensor network consists of multiple detection stations called 

sensor nodes, each of which is small, lightweight and 

portable. Every sensor node is equipped with a transducer, 

microcomputer, transceiver and power source. The 

transducer generates electrical signals based on sensed 

physical effects and phenomena. The microcomputer 

processes and stores the sensor output. The transceiver 

receives commands from a central computer and transmits 

data to that computer. The power for each sensor node is 

derived from a battery and to cooperatively pass their data 

through the network to a main location. The more modern 

networks are bi-directional, also enabling control of sensor 

activity. The development of wireless sensor networks was 

motivated by military applications such as battlefield 

surveillance; today such networks are used in many 

industrial and consumer applications, such as industrial 

process monitoring and control, machine health monitoring, 

and so on. Intended Audience and Reading Suggestions This  

 

 

 

 

process is college level process and this very help to find 

internal intrusion person process. 

 

Product Scope 

This system approach a secure transmit provenance for 

sensor data. And it formulates the problem of secure 

provenance transmission in sensor networks. And the 

system proposes an in-packet Bloom filter (iBF) 

provenance-encoding scheme. The proposed system 

extended the encryption scheme. It detects packet drop 

attacks staged by malicious forwarding sensor nodes.  

 

Product Perspective 

Through this method only authorized parties can process 

and check the integrity of provenance. Finally the result 

shows that the proposed method is secure. And it ensures 

confidentiality, integrity and freshness of provenance. 

Provenance tracking of physical artefacts is relying 

increasingly on digital shipping, manufacturing, and 

laboratory records, often with high-stakes financial 

incentives to omit or alter entries. For example, 

pharmaceuticals’ provenance is carefully tracked as they 

move from the manufacturing laboratory through a long 

succession of middlemen to the consumer. Clinical trials of 

new medical devices and treatments involve detailed 
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recordkeeping, as does US FDA testing of proposed new 

food additives. 

 In a multi-hop sensor network, data provenance allows 

the BS to trace the source and forwarding path of an 

individual data packet. Provenance must be recorded for 

each packet, but important challenges arise due to the tight 

storage, energy and bandwidth constraints of sensor nodes. 

Therefore, it is necessary to devise a light-weight 

provenance solution with low overhead. Furthermore, 

sensors often operate in an untrusted environment, where 

they may be subject to attacks. Hence, it is necessary to 

address security requirements such as confidentiality, 

integrity and freshness of provenance.  The system proposed 

lightweight scheme to securely transmit provenance for 

sensor data in this project. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

In existing system, This paper proposes passive IP 

Traceback (PIT) that bypasses the deployment difficulties of 

IP Traceback techniques. PIT investigates Internet Control 

Message Protocol error messages (named path backscatter) 

triggered byspoofing traffic, and tracks the spoofer’s based 

on public available information (e.g., topology). In this way, 

PIT can find the spoofer’s without any deployment 

requirement.  

 However, the real time operations in sensor networks 

require immediate responses before processing the data to 

prevent malicious activities that could cause catastrophic 

failures. Other approaches capture provenance of network 

packets in the form of per packet tags that store the history 

of all nodes. However, such approaches have high memory 

requirements especially in large scale sensor networks. 

Chong proposes a scheme that embeds the provenance of a 

data source within a dataset. However, such approach is not 

intended as a security mechanism and does not deal with 

malicious attacks. Our approach has been designed to 

specifically protect from malicious attacks while at the same 

time assuring good performance.    

 

Disadvantages: 

 It is not more secure. It does not deal with 

malicious attacks. 

 It is infeasible for sensor networks where the paths 

may change due to several reasons. 

 It is not realistic in sensor networks.  

 Low efficiency and scalability. 

 It does not address security concerns and is specific 

to some network use cases. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

In proposed system, data transmit form source node to 

destination system proposes a lightweight scheme to 

securely transmit provenance for sensor data and apply the 

hash functionality for data aggregate check. And it 

formulates the problem of secure data transmission in sensor 

networks, and the system proposes an in-packet Bloom filter 

(iBF) provenance-encoding scheme. The proposed system 

extended the Hash Conversion scheme. It detects packet 

drop attacks staged by malicious forwarding sensor nodes. 

In an aggregation infrastructure, the data value is updated 

at each intermediate node which makes it a crucial problem 

to maintain the relationship between provenance and the 

intermediate data. A trivial solution can be based on making 

the provenance encoding mechanism dependent on the 

partial aggregation results (PAR) and append each PAR to 

the packet to verify the data-provenance binding at the BS. 

Thus, the aggregation verification succeeds only when both 

the data and the provenance are transmitted without 

perturbation. 

If there is an intermediate packet drop, some nodes on the 

path do not receive the packet. Hence, during the next round 

of packet transmission, there will be a mismatch between 

the acknowledgements generated from different nodes on 

the path. We utilize this fact to detect the packet drop attack 

and to localize the Spoof IP. Collection attempts to retrieve 

the nodes from the encoded provenance, confirm a packet 

loss and identify the Spoof IP that dropped the packet and 

forward to destination IP, 

 

Advantages: 

 It is more effective. It is very secure. It can deal 

with malicious attacks. 

 It can also be used to check the data-provenance 

binding. 

 It can be used to approximate verifiably a variety 

of different aggregation functions. The scheme 

ensures confidentiality, integrity and freshness of 

provenance. 

 

System Architecture 

 

 
Fig 1. System Architecture 

 

MODULE DESCRIPTION 

 

Network formation: 

Wireless sensor network is created with number of sensor 

nodes and a base station (BS) that collects data from the 

network. Each node reports its neighbouring node 

information to the base station after deployment. Each 

sensor generates data periodically and it aggregates to the 

base station. Data streamed from the multiple sources are 

aggregate in the intermediate processing nodes. The 

malicious adversary may introduce for the attacks. 
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Provenance model: 

The provenance corresponding to the data is represented as 

a simple path. In this, the intermediate nodes aggregate its 

data with the neighbor node data, then its forwards data to 

the base station. The sensor node data is transmitted with 

provenance using bloom filters. Hence the intermediate 

nodes aggregate the provenance and transmit to the base 

station. 

 

Data Hash Code Conversion Packet drop attack: 

While Enter this Process Source and Network  

Authentication Process  has       verified. Then The node  

data  information will change in to hash code formation  

Using hash() code Function  the  Packet data will be 

converted  Hash Code Data This  Encryption process  using 

SHA algorithm , we get The hash key for our data and store 

that information in Network Database , then the  pocket data  

will forward to intermediate nodes,  Finally data will receive 

by Base station 

 

Data Aggregation In Base Station: 

While Compete the  Provenance  verification The Data will 

be  get  from different  source and  encrypt the  Packet Data. 

Verification includes data path, packet drop attack and 

modification in bloom filters whereas Collection retrieves 

the nodes in the data path. The encrypted packet  has  send 

to the Base station.     The Base Station  will receive and  

decrypt The  packet data Store the Original Data. , the BS 

server verify  the user data hash key if the key has correct 

the data will be receive the BS server otherwise the data will 

be done some modification by the attackers.in this way we 

check and  secure the provenance scheme, the Spoof IPs are 

identified. 

 

Data Send To Destination Node 

The Packet Data successfully send To Base station  then 

forward to client system using network socket connection.  

While data travel between this networking system, if the 

attack has come the node data will intimate u and doesn’t 

move the file to destination node. 

 

IV. RESULT 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 

In this project, the system has proposed a light-weight 

provenance encoding and decoding scheme. A wireless 

sensor network (WSN) are spatially distributed autonomous 

sensors to monitor physical or environmental conditions, 

such as temperature, sound, pressure, etc. and to 

cooperatively pass their data through the network to a main 

location. In a multi-hop sensor network, data provenance 

allows the BS to trace the source and forwarding path of an 

individual data packet. Provenance must be recorded for 

each packet, but important challenges arise due to the tight 

storage, energy and bandwidth constraints of sensor nodes. 

Through this method only authorized parties can process 

and check the integrity of provenance. Finally the result 

shows that the proposed method is secure. And it ensures 

confidentiality, integrity and freshness of provenance.  
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